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I. INTRODUCTION
Politeness is very close in the Buginese life. Bugis Elders notice that the words that are the origins of human actions must demonstrate degrees. The message is contained in Bugis Lontarak and pronounced by children orally at specific times so that the children as the future inheritor do not say something to their fellow in interaction arbitrarily.
The commitment is manifested in words Sipakalebbi 'mutual respect,' sipakatau 'humanize each other,' sipakainge 'remind each other. ' The series of the vocabulary shows that the social representation of the Bugis is paying attention to the harmony and politeness towards others in interaction. (Gusnawaty, 2011, p. 385 ).
The interaction is related to the relationship between the speakers (tau mabbicarae) and the listener (tau marengkalingae). Status related to the power is based on the parameters of age, occupation, education, economic level, gender, social strata, and social distance (solidarity) or level of familiarity. If someone puts herself in an interaction, she/he is a polite person. On the contrary, a person is rude if he/she cannot put herself in an interaction. It applies to anyone and in any situation, either formal or non-formal.
But, the reality now is when communicating, norms of language used and the social norms around it are not above begging again, including the issue of politeness language. A cultural shift began to occur. Not uncommon when communicating, especially among young people (teenagers) community of Buginese, more use of speech is abusive, swear or do not like using a greeting when the mention of the name of the older people (only name), rather than speech.
Language Politeness in Pragmatic Assessment According, Llamas, et al. (2007, p. 226) implies that politeness is a form of language analysis showing the obedience to the acceptance of a set of social and cultural principles that emphasize solidarity and social distance.
Based on the above definition, politeness can be seen from various aspects in daily life. First, Politeness shows attitudes containing the value of good manners or etiquette in daily life. Second, Politeness is very contextual. It means that it applies to people, places or certain situations, but it is not necessarily for other people, places, or situations. Third, Politeness has a bipolar relationship. Fourth, Politeness is reflected in how to dress, how to act, and how to speak. (Muslich, 2006) .
The Politeness Theories
pragmatic study about what is meant by language users when interacting. In short, pragmatic study the meaning influenced by things outside language. Leech (1985) defines pragmatics as the study of how utterances have meanings in the situation.
Speak politeness in Sociolinguistics Study Politeness Speak as Part of Social-Cultural
Socio linguistic theory studies that also have relevance to the study of linguistic politeness is politeness in the sociocultural perspective. Politeness cannot be separated from the cultural context. Their relationship is based on the theory of the relationship between language and culture. One is the theory of Edward Sapir and Bejamin Lee Whorf. This view was later known as the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis and commonly known as the language of relativity. In a highly controversial, hypothesis was stated that the language not only to determine the pattern of culture, but also determine the manner and nature of the human mind, thus affecting also to follow his or her (Saleh, 2009, p. 115) .
Based on statements it can be concluded that a language plays an important role in the totality of culture and wide. If the language of culture and the way it affects the human mind, than the traits that exist in a language will be reflected in the attitudes and culture of native speakers. (Hudson, 1987) .
Selection of the appropriate words for the benefit of social interaction is highly dependent on the culture in which the language was used and certainly very related to the use of polite language. By using polite language that can put someone on the spot he wanted, which is respectable. Alternatively in other words, politeness associated with "respect" for others. It could be said that politeness is the result of one's consideration to the feelings of others to show a special relationship and attitude towards others. Socio-cultural variables that may affect politeness such as, culture, identity, social class, gender, age, and ethnicity.
Politeness Speak as Part of Social Stratification
The relationship between the languages of social class can be traced through several linguistic variables, such as accent, dialect, honorifics. Accent and dialect are a regional variation and social variations. In addition, accent and dialect are also evidences of social information. It is also well expressed by Nababan that, in some languages, the differences between the social levels the speaker to the listener is manifested in the selection of words and / or morphological systems of particular words (Ohoiwutun, 1997, p. 87 ). Aspect such as language is called "politeness or etiquette to speak the language (Geertz, 1960) . Furthermore, Ohoiwutun, 1997, p. 88) explains that languages differ in the complexity of systems manners speak, but all have it and are commonly expressed by a personal pronoun, the system greeting, use of titles, and so on. This illustrates the socio linguistic issues raised by Fishman (1972) that "who speak what language to Whom, when, and to end" At the end of the description describes the relationship of linguistic politeness, which is connected to the power status, and social distance (social distance / solidarity ) among participants said. Based on the formula for measuring the facial disorders compiled by Brown and Levinson (1987, p. The focus of this research was the Buginese language, politeness and Buginese community social status in this research so that the Wajo Regency is exercised four sub districts in Wajo Regency that Bola Sub district borders on Bone Regency, Pitumpanua sub district borders on the Luwu district of Tana Sitolo sub district, borders on Sidrap Regency and Tempe sub district was the center of Government in Wajo Regency so regarded could represent another sub.
The Data in this study include speech, such as words, phrases, clauses, or sentences spoken by the Buginese language speakers are distinguished based on age, gender, occupation, education, and the lineage with the proviso: the original buginese, good pronunciation, can speak Buginese fluently, 20 to 60 years old, have a jobs, such as traders, farmers, workers, educated at least elementary school. Data sources in this study amount of 50 people. The 50 people are later seen from the age, occupation, and education. The following data sources in the research described in this To obtain the necessary data in this study, researchers who act as the main instrument/key. Researchers directly observed and recorded in the field by using a recording device (tablet). The recording was done in such a way so as not to interfere with the conversation activities whether the researcher involved or not in the conversation. In addition, researchers also use the notes field so researcher digs deep the data against the Buginese language speakers. The recording field that records all data related to the research, both seen and listened.
After collected, the data is then analyzed through several phases of activity, such as do the transcription, that at this stage the use of recording language data routed to in the form of writing, the reduction, namely data that has been transcribed to be identified so they can be separated and reduced for easy analyzed, interpreted, that is, at this stage do the interpretation of the data has been reduced, concluded, based on data interpretations results, conclusion research findings taken, recommendations.
To get a valid research results, researchers doing trackbacks (triangulation). There are two forms of triangulation was done, namely (1) discussion (2) consultation with the three stages of triangulation, such as (1) triangulation data collected, (2) the triangulation of data analysis, and (3) the triangulation of findings. The third stages of the triangulation were done with colleagues as well as with community leaders who are fluent in Buginese and know well mannered of Buginese language.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Device-Device Language Used as Markers Politeness Speak Bugis
Based on this research, language devices are used as a marker of politeness in Bugis Wajo includes meaningful klitik [honorific], second person singular pronouns idik, said task, greetings, politeness marker's vocabulary, pragmatic and meaningful speech (indirect speech) . The following devices are described in detail.
Klitika Significant (Honorific)
Based on the results of research, tools of language that used as a marker of politeness Bugis-speaking in Wajo Regency covers klitika, personal pronouns single second person, such as task, greetings, marker of politeness vocabulary and meaningful speech pragmatics (speech is not directly). The following tools are described in detail.
The Bugis community Wajo recognizes some klitika to indicate a linguistic politeness formulae. The klitika is proclitic ta-, enclitic -kik (mukik), enclitic -nik, enclitic -tak, enclitic manak and enclitic di that attached at the beginning or at the end of a word. Proclitic ta-, enclitic -kik (mukik), enclitic -nik, enclitic -tak, it is klitika that serves as a constituent in the speech is that it refers to people who talk or act as principals. It could be said that klitika is greeting as the second person pronoun.
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While enclitic manak is klitika that serves as a constituent at a speech referring to the speakers. Mina, please lend me your mirror!' However, pkh ta-, ekh-kik (mukik), ekh-nik, and ekh manak on the modus imperative utterances serve to soften or soften the illocutionary power of speech so it is considered polite because it implies messenger / commands, which are indirect. That is, -lah, please, in English called please. Speakers expect orders / his behests were well received, with no forcing tone, without causing offense hearer using the klitika-klitika alternatively, it could be said, the speaker tried to get on good terms. This is in line with the opinions expressed by White (1993, p. 195 ) that please beneficial to reduce the power of speech. As confirmation, White revealed the results of research Fukushima (1990) that research subjected Fukushima tried politer by adding please when faced with people who are more socially distant from them. In addition, Searle also expressed the opinion that the messengers / command can use please, although at the end of a sentence or before the verb. In fact, please, is an element of choice in the command / messenger.
In line with the above opinion, Rahardi (2005, p. 127) explains that the narrative imperative that section initially clung politeness marker, please be able to be politer than the speech without the use of politeness markers. With the use of politeness marker please, it will be imperative utterances have been meaning invited. So, please say that is attached to the beginning of the imperative utterance can serve as a smoothing politeness imperative utterance and deciding it. This is in line with the opinion Vilkki (2006, p. 327 ) that the use of linguistic politeness laying interpretation is the language used by someone to avoid continuity, speech-language formulations that exhibit certain manners like please and -lah, thank you, excuse me, or sorry.
However, different from klitika-klitika is ekh manak. Ekh manak is the first persona klitika form a stand alone or serve as a marker persona. Ekh manak ma-shape formed of first-person pronouns and son. Ekh manak containing messenger's speakers refer to themselves. In contrast, when using oak-ak considered polite in speech because it contains meanings that are straight messengers. It could be said that ekh manak and ekh-ak implies different connotations.
a. Talani 'Please give me water to drink two, son!' In BB, ekh -tak be used to state-owned hearer. The use ekh -tak soften the speech so it is considered polite.
Aga desatak idik?
'What is the name of your village?' Conversely, if the use is ek -mu, the speech is not considered polite.
'What is the name of your village?' Although both refer belonging hearer, but ekh -tak and ek -mu implies different connotations. Furthermore, ekh the emphatic di. Ekh di as a standalone without confirmation attached to certain words, unlike other enclitic. In BB, the usual position at the end of utterances or sentences, as a marker of familiarity, solidarity, respect, can follow the directive function as a follow-ban, errand, ask, demand, and so on.
Usessung bawannik sisebbu, pung di. Meaning: I just returned the money a thousand dollars, yes sir. In addition to use one by one in a speech, klitika-klitika is also sometimes used together in a speech when communicating. That makes these utterances have more than one device politeness marker.
The Second Person Singular Pronoun Idik [Honorific]
Bugis recognize the existence of two forms of personal idik both the singular and iko. Both words have the same inferential meaning, which refers both to the second person singular, but the two words are different connotations. Typically, prh idik especially used when communicating with people who are older or respected. But prh idik also sometimes used when communicating with a peer or a younger person.
Idik tu bawang.
Meaning: It's up to you (you only). However, if the use of pronoun's iko, speech is considered not polite. Speakers considered arrogant, feeling selfruling, and do not appreciate others so friendly at being uncomfortable.
Iko tu bawang.
Meaning: It's up to you (you only).
Said Task Garek
Garek word is mostly used in the modus imperative sentence or command sentence. The use of the word garek will refine / soften the illocutionary power of speech so it is considered polite as agents of indirect meaning. Its meaning can be meaningful or could you please try, which in English is called please. Keep in mind that in addition to the one meaningful and please, please also meaningful please. So according to proposed by White (1993, p. 195 ) that please beneficial to reduce the power of speech. He also cites research result's Fukushima (1990) that research subject's Fukushima tried politer by adding please when faced with people who are more socially distant from them. In addition, Searle also cites the opinion stating that the messenger / command can use please, although at the end of a sentence or before the verb. In fact, please, is an element of choice in the command / messenger. This is in line with the opinion Vilkki (2006, p. 327) that another example of the use of linguistic politeness laying interpretation is the language of polite speech showed specific formulations like please, and the one, thank you, excuse me ( permission), or sorry.
According to Rahardi (2005, p. 125 ) that by using marker politeness please, speaker can refine the meaning of speech is imperative. It can be said that, because with use of the speech politeness marker please not solely regarded as imperative that meaningful command only but can also be regarded as an imperative meaning. Pranowo (2009, p. 104) suggests that through the use of specific words as word choice (diction) which may reflect a sense of manners, such as using the word please to ask someone for help.
In the same case with the word please, Rahardi (2005, p. 131) suggests that with use of the word try on imperatives speech will make the meaningful speech is more refine and more polite than the imperatives without the use of try. To state the meaning of the rule or to have the speech is imperative; the use of the word try will be lowered levels of the speech imperative. With the use the forms, as if the said partners are treated as being aligned with the speaker although it was in fact, ranking position (rank rating) in both the two too different. The supposition that the partner said misaligned with the speakers are will save face on both sides. Such things will sustain politeness in speech activity.
Tapenrek-penrek garek kacatak, nak! Meaning: step up the windows please, kid! The Greeting Words The use of the greeting words are very tied to the local customs, the customs of politeness, as well as the circumstances of the conversation. The Bugis Wajo community using some greetings in speech, those are pung, daeng/ndik, kak, nak/nanda, Ma'am, Sir. Although not necessarily to used, says this greeting is used to declare the ketakziman and or familiarity to the partner said.
The word greetings kak, nak/nanda, bu, and pak absorbed from the greeting in the Bahasa Indonesia, which was originally a greeting word which belongs to kinship terms. However, the native BB Wajo accustomed to use it to greet partners said, although using speech is BB.
Greetings pung was originally used to greet someone who descendant of nobility. But now displaces. Greetings pung also used to greet people who are older, people who have a high position/job, people who have a higher education, or people who have more wealth.
Dek tona gaga pung modelek lainna iyatu.
Meaning: There is no other model,pung. The greeting word is usual also used in conjunction with the designation of Aji, if said partner has been held the fifth Islamic pillars, namely the pilgrimage and the person's name. It is as well as other greeting words. For Buginnese calling the name is not common except for children, especially if someone referred to an adult, have a position or power.
The greeting word daeng/kak shows kinship, which greets the elder siblings. However, the kinship greeting word daeng/kak is used as a greeting word. Greetings daeng/kak usually used to greet people who are older and who are regarded as a brother.
Melokik lao tega, Daeng Aji? Meaning: Where do you want to go, Daeng Aji(Sir)?
The greeting words ndik shows the kinship, which greets the younger siblings. However, the kinship greeting word ndik is used as a greeting word. Greetings ndik usually used to greet people who are younger and who are regarded as siblings.
Siaga iyae cempatak, ndik? Meaning: How much your tamarind, dik (little sister/brother)?
The greeting word nak/nanda shows kinship, greet children. However, the kinship greeting word nak/nanda is used as a greeting word. Greetings nak/nanda is usually used to greet people who are younger and who were regarded as a child.
Taengkalingani jolok caritana, nak! Meaning: Listen the story first, nak(kid)!
Greeting words ma'am shows kinship, which greets mother/older women. However, the kinship greeting word ma'am used as greeting word. Greetings ma'am is usually used to greet people who are older.
Akkatenni massekkik, bu! Meaning: holdfast, ma'am! The greeting word sir, shows kinship, which greets father /older men. However, kinship the greeting word sir used as greeting word. Greetings sir is usually used to greet people who are older.
Ready, Sir How much, Sir? Speech is noticeably more polite if using greetings pung, daeng/ndik, kak, nak/nanda, Ma'am, Sir. Otherwise, if the speakers are using greetings anu or wee as a greetings pung, daeng/ndik, kak, nak/nanda, Ma'am, Sir, it judged not polite, though equally used to greet partners but contain different connotation meaning.
With regard in this case, Pranowo (2009, p. 104) suggests that speakers should use the word sir/ma'am to describe the second person or other greetings as word choice (diction) that reflect a sense of manners.
Politeness Marker Vocabulary
Politeness marker vocabulary in question here is the word tabek (permission), iyek (yes), weddigga (can I). These words are usually allocated on the partners said they have high social status. However, often it is also allocated on a partner said that has not been known for its status, as triggered by psychological factors to be polite to other people referred to as mappakalebbi 'glorify' or mappakaraja 'appreciate'.
The word tabek (permission)
The word tabek said meaningful permission, which means asking for permission or approval. It is commonly used when wishing to pass in front of the people, especially the people we respect. In social communication, said tabek is more subtle and polite so that the speakers will get the appreciation from the interlocutor. It could be said that the use of the word tabek is a form of cultural value sipakalebbi ' realization of mutual honour '. But this time, the function or purpose of use the word tabek not only to ask for permission, but also pronounced when giving/ask for something to or from another person or apologize to others. When speakers use the word tabek, for example when giving something or apologize, then it makes a sincere feeling by speakers to the interlocutor delivered.
Tabek, ndik. Ukennanik tu. Meaning: Excuse me (sorry), dik. I hit you.
In line with the opinion of Vilkki (2006, p. 327 ) that another example use of politeness language interpretation of placement is the language that exposes certain formulations of polite speech such as silahkan/tolong (excuse me, please, and other), terima kasih (thank you), permisi (excuse me), or maaf (sorry).
The words iyyek The word iyyek means Yes/Yeah or affirming. It is used for approving, solidify, or soften. The use of the word iyyek in the speech will refine speech thus considered to be polite because it shows appreciation to the interlocutor. It could be said that the use of the word iyyek is a form of realization of cultural value sipakalebbi 'mutual honour'. However, if use the word iyyo, the speech not polite because the words iyyek and iyyo are different connotations meaning.
Iyyek, tataroni, Pung Aji! Yes, Just save it, Pung Aji! The word weddigga The word weddigga means may, can, or could. It is used to certify the request for indirectly. The use of the word weddigga in the speech will refine speech thus considered to be polite because it shows appreciation to the interlocutor.
Weddigga pung tasentereki siseng matanna, Pung? Meaning: May you light the eyes all, Pung? A question that begins with the word weddigga is a suitable tool to soften the effect of imperatives. On the question which begins with weddiga, the speaker asks the ability of interlocutor to do a deed. The implication of Weddigga is 'you do not have to'. Thus, the question of weddigga seems to give the possibility to interlocutor says to ignore the suggestion of speakers. It is in accordance with the scale of politeness expressed by Leech, which optionally scale. The scale option refers into many or at least options that are passed to interlocutor in the speech. When a speech is expressed by the speakers does not provide options as an alternative to selected interlocutor added, then it can be said that the speech that has low levels of politeness. On the contrary, the more options a lot, or increasingly allow speakers or partners said a lot and make choices freely, a speech that will arguably higher level speech politeness. Likewise, the scale of politeness expressed by Lakoff, the scale of formality (formality scale) states that in order for the participants to feel comfortable in both speaking activities, then speech is using should not be worded and should not compel impressed arrogantly. In the speech of each participant is said to be keeping each other formalities and keep the distance reasonable and natural as possible between each other.
The usual insecurity is also called the optional scale shows that speakers and interlocutor could feel comfortable in each other to speak, then the choices in a speech to be given by both parties. In addition, it is not allowed to be too edgy and too rigid in the speech because it would be considered not polite.
Pragmatic Speech (indirect speech)
Indirect speech used to express something, for example an order, rejection, and others. The use of indirect speech is more polite than the direct speech. In line with the opinion Vilkki (2006, p. 327 ) that another example uses of politeness language interpretation of the language of someone who used to avoid continuity. Indirectness scale refers to rank of direct or indirect the "mean" a speech. The speech more direct is considered not polite. On the contrary, the more indirect purpose of a speech, more polite speech.
Tappettak i listrikta, Pak Amir. Meaning: Switch your electricity go down, Pak Amir. From the explanation above can be understood that politeness language used to indicate reverence, respect, and solidarity to interlocutor as a way to avoid conflicts and maintain harmonious relations among human beings. It is in accordance with the opinion of Vilkki (2006, p. 323 ) that politeness has been conceptualized in particular as a strategy of conflict avoidance or as a strategy of development cooperation social interaction. Politeness is the language that shows the direction of respect or concern for others (327). Huang (2008, p. 97) suggests that in general, people act politely to show the desire to start a friendship relationship to someone or to keep it if there has been a fix or if it has menacingly for several reasons. Likewise with Zhuand, et al. (2010, p. 848) suggests that politeness is a kind of social phenomenon, an approach that used in order to maintain the harmony of relations between individuals. To preserve the subtlety, harmony of interpersonal relationships is called by every community, politeness serves as a ready means/efforts.
The Buginese Language Politeness in Reflecting the Social Status of the Community in Wajo Regency
Explained earlier that the speech determined by the language used, If linked with politeness means participants should pay attention to the language used when communicating. Not to cause discomfort among the participants said. For that, participants being required to pay attention to who's talking and to whom speech is delivered. Based on the results of research reflect the social status of language politeness communities in Wajo Regency.
MB in Wajo Regency realization of politeness language according to social status, both in terms of education, age, employment, the economy, or descendants. Social Status, both in terms of education, age, employment, the economy, or descendants believe to be very important in realization politeness language. Contexts: speech delivered by a nurse to a patient when the health care process takes place.
IV. CONCLUSION
Based on the data analysis, the found language tools used as a marker of politeness Buginese-speaking in Wajo Regency was a reflection of the social status of the community in Wajo Regency in Buginese language politeness. Any other language tools used as a marker of politeness Buginese-speaking in Wajo Regency, covering klitika, the second singular person pronouns, words, greetings, politeness markers vocabulary, and a speech pragmatics meaningful (speech is not directly).
The social status of the community in Wajo Regency reflects/reflected in the Buginese politeness language, both in terms of education, age, employment, economy, or lineage i.e. employees using tools of language politeness markers in speech as a form of reverence, respect, solidarity to superiors, subordinate, a fellow employee, older, younger, as well as with the nurses, the dealer, and others.
